
What’s in a name: eldership and oversight in Lewes Meeting

Quaker Faith and Practice makes it clear that responsibility for the spiritual health of the 

Meeting (traditionally called eldership) and the pastoral care of our community 

(traditionally called oversight) are responsibilities all Friends share.  It has nonetheless 

been Quaker practice to appoint several Friends to be specifically responsible for these 

roles, although QF&P allows for alternative ways of discharging these roles.  

Co-ordinating pastoral care is inevitably challenging in a large Meeting such as Lewes, 

and some years ago we decided to establish circle groups to help with such co-

ordination as well as helping to meet the spiritual needs of our members and attenders.  

There are six at present. Time passed, and we found great difficulty in finding enough 

Friends willing to be appointed as overseers, and encountered issues in co-ordinating 

elders, overseers and circle convenors. We therefore adopted an alternative model, 

which recognises the considerable overlap between ‘eldership’ and ‘oversight’ as 

defined in QF&P and the oversight role of circle convenors.  Appointed elders and 

overseers now meet together regularly, adding circle convenors to their meeting twice a 

year.  

But what should this group be called?  The group was uncomfortable with simply being 

the group of Elders and Overseers or Eldership and Oversight Group.  Its role is to seek 

to ensure that arrangements for pastoral are working, not delivering oversight.  

Furthermore these terms constitute ‘Quaker-speak’ that is not well understood by many 

in our Meeting, while some Friends are uncomfortable with the connotations of the 

word ‘overseer’ which in its Quaker usage significantly deviates from its other usages.  

Hence, the group proposed that it should be called the Spiritual and Pastoral Resource 

and Information Group (SPRIG) as best describing its function. This title has not, 

however, been formally adopted by Lewes Meeting for Worship for Church Affairs, as 

we have recently been reminded, nor is it recognised at Area Meeting. 

So, what should we do?  Friends’ ministry has pointed out that the role of SPRIG is not in 

practice transparent just from the name.  Any name requires some explanation.  Should 

we instead revert to the title of ‘Eldership and Oversight Group’, perhaps adapt it to 

‘Eldership and Oversight Resource Group’ as better reflecting its role, persevere with 

SPRIG, or come up with a title yet to be dreamt of?  Retaining the words ‘eldership’ and 

’oversight’ is consistent with QF&P and so is understandable to Friends familiar with 

QF&P and practice elsewhere.  Furthermore, its members are still recognised by Area 

Meeting and its ‘Green Book’ as being elders and overseers.  But, maybe reverting to 

traditional language would cause misunderstanding of its real role and linguistic 
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discomfort, and hence a fresh start with ‘SPRIG’ is better.

The matter is before Friends. 

Prepared by “the spiritual resource and information group” on 22/4/18
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